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 If you want to change the eircom IP address manually, then you need to configure your router using the default port number
which is 2.News In another match involving the Earthquakes and the San Jose Earthquakes Youth Development Academy, the

Quakes U-16s played to a 3-3 draw with the Stanford University Men's Soccer team. The Stanford University Men's Soccer
team came to Avaya Stadium on Saturday, May 20 to play a 5-a-side friendly match with the San Jose Earthquakes U-16s in

conjunction with the University's Field of Dreams Invitational Tournament. While the U-16s have been an Elite Clubs Premier
League (ECPL) team, they have not been eligible to participate in the tournament while playing in the ECPL. After reviewing
the ECPL's rules on junior teams, the ECPL decided that the Earthquakes would not be allowed to compete with the U-16s in
this tournament. "We have the intention of someday participating in the ECPL and we were happy to have the opportunity to
play on the same field as the Men's team for this game," said Earthquakes U-16s coach Chris Kocher. "We have great players,
who are committed to playing at a high level. The Stanford team has a similar commitment and they are always a pleasure to

work with." As the U-16s compete in the ECPL, the Earthquakes U-16s have been playing a number of matches in the
preseason against San Jose Earthquakes Academy teams. They also have played matches against the San Jose Earthquakes

Youth Development Academy (YDA) U-16s and U-18s. "I feel like we had a real great game against the U-18s," Kocher said.
"Both teams combined for five goals and it was a good match. It's great to see how well the U-16s are doing, and I'm sure the
same will be true in the future." Kocher is pleased with his young team. "We've had a great preseason so far and have some

fantastic players who are excited to be playing with each other," he said. "The U-16s are on a high right now and we're going to
continue to play well as we go into our season." The Earthquakes U-16s start their ECPL season on Saturday, May 27 at the

Jesuit High School in Morgan Hill, Calif 82157476af
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